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 Tried and tested, iMindMap 9 is the latest and greatest mind mapping software! Download this mind mapping software (7-day trial) to get the following: * Mind mapping software. * Clipboard support. * Drawing tools. * Mind map timeline (with mind map history). * Mind map editor. * Automatic mind map export in the standard formats (mindmaps, mind mapping galleries, mind map collections).
* Highly flexible mind mapping templates. * Interactive mind maps. * Autosave feature. * Support for Unicode characters. *.NET 4 compatible. Do you need more reasons to buy iMindMap 9? Do you need to buy iMindMap 9? Download the FREE 7-day trial version and try out all the features:Hang on for a minute...we're trying to find some more stories you might like. Email This Story Send email
to this addressEnter Your NameAdd a comment hereVerification After recently discovering “Turf” and “Grass” are most definitely not synonyms, I was desperate for a place to call home. Though the terms can imply the same thing, they are used to mean different things within the roller hockey community. The “Turf” is usually the ice, but can also include any surface like a rink or even a skate park.

According to the National Center for Proprietary Little League, “A Turf is a flat, hard, and smooth surface, similar in feel and construction to a regulation flat hockey rink, as well as being free of cracks, unevenness or bumps.” These Turfs are usually in lacrosse arenas or with little league and for the purposes of recreational roller hockey. The “Grass” is often just a term used to describe where the
game takes place, and are usually “All-Skate” or “Skate-All” with a halfpipe or similar skate parks attached. The “Skate-All” are more popular with the younger crowd, while “All-Skate” are more popular with the older crowd. They can vary in size, but are generally small and at times don’t have any surrounding walls. This distinction of how to refer to the same thing is confusing. When you see an

advertisement for a tournament, it has often times a picture of a Turf or a Grass. 82157476af
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